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2022 has opened with some shockwaves in the bond market and cascading volatility in the equity markets, particularly
among the market’s mega-growth names.
The macro environment is one we have discussed frequently in the blog—elevated inflation pressures are causing the Fed
to start tightening policy.
Last November, we published an interview and podcast with Michael McClary, CIO of Valmark Financial Group,
discussing potential solution for navigating volatility.
That solution was the WisdomTree Target Range Fund (GTR).
The investment strategy of GTR involves the rolling of option contracts that reset every January. GTR's options will be
rolling next week, three days before expiration, consistent with the index methodology.
Investors entering GTR in mid-January would be entering the Fund close to when the strategy resets to a new 1-year
target of a +15% and −15% call spread portfolio. While they can enter at any time of the year, we believe this may be a
particularly comfortable time for investors to enter the strategy.
This makes the discussion of the opportunity set very timely, particularly with the macro environment shaping up exactly
as we anticipated back in that November post above.
We reached out to McClary for an updated discussion of the macro environment that makes the target range investment
strategy useful.
Schwartz: Why do you believe now is a particularly good time to consider GTR?
McClary:
Signs lead us to believe 2022 will be quite different from 2021 and the last 5 years. While the opportunity
exists for portfolios to provide marked additional gains in 2022, we feel the path to success may look
different than the story we just experienced.
In 2021, many 60/40 and 70/30 portfolios returned double digits. They were able to get there through
signiﬁcant outperformance by equities, speciﬁcally, a concentrated selection of large-cap growth U.S. stocks.
Likewise, returns across U.S. stocks broadly were above average, which helped make up for a −1.54% return
in the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index. Over the past 5 years, we experienced similar leadership from
large-cap growth stocks, with a larger gap over other global equities. However, bonds produced a
respectable 3.54%.1
Looking forward, large cap U.S. growth stocks are trading at a lofty 28 times forward earnings.2 We
sometimes describe valuation like spreads in sports betting. While large-cap U.S. growth stocks may lead in
2022 and over the next 5 years, in order to do so they must overcome a multiple touchdown spread created
by the pressure of maintaining a high multiple and low likelihood of returns coming from further multiple
expansion. To make the situation more precarious, if rates rise, it could put direct pressure on growth stock
multiples.
On the ﬁxed income side, in my opinion, it takes some very optimistic and creative math to get to a 3.57%
annualized rate of return in bonds over the next 5 years. To the contrary, bonds may come under pressure
and maintaining a positive return at all could be under question.
Therefore, we believe investors interested in growth over the next 5 years, without signiﬁcantly changing
their risk proﬁles, should consider ways to take some pressure off their 60/40 or 70/30 allocation and utilize
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sophisticated risk management ETFs.
The WisdomTree Target Range Fund (GTR) follows the methodology of the TOPS® Global Equity Target Ra
nge™ Index we developed. Our research on the index leads us to believe the volatility of the TOPS® Global
Equity Target Range™ Index will be close to that of a traditional 70/30 portfolio.
We explicitly target 15% downside in selecting call spread strike levels, which provides risk management
features that we expect to help mitigate pullbacks over 25% for traditional 70/30 portfolios such as occurred
in 2008 when equities and fixed income both struggled.
Schwartz: How does Valmark suggest incorporating GTR into asset allocation portfolios for Valmark Advisors and
others?
McClary:
We suggest advisors consider reducing exposure they have in traditional 70/30 portfolios and allocating to
the WisdomTree Target Range Fund.
For example, perhaps an advisor puts 75% into their 70/30 model and 25% into GTR. By doing this, it could
be argued that they would be able to maintain a similar overall risk level of their 70/30. However, the
allocation to GTR should provide opportunity for equity upside and reduced overall exposure to the ﬁxed
income bucket of the portfolio. Further, we would expect GTR to act a bit different than the 70/30 allocation
on a day-to-day basis, providing diversification benefits.
We are also seeing some advisors utilize GTR as a way to equitize bond or cash positions, without taking on
full equity risk.
Similarly, we are seeing investors utilize GTR as a way to take a few chips off the table, using GTR to replace
equity exposure and maintain exposure to stocks with risk management.
Schwartz: How does GTR compare to other choices advisors are looking at?
McClary:
In uncertain macro environments like today, you will always have fund managers who will promise
investment alchemy, turning something of little value into gold through promised tactical success, without a
clear way to execute on promises.
Instead of placing our faith in investments very different from the strategic long-term disciplined allocations
we believe in, we feel some advisors would rather consider a transparent, liquid, rules-driven, institutional
quality solution like GTR. The index methodology GTR is based on relies upon very speciﬁc rules which
govern portfolio methodology, reducing the risk of surprises that can lead to investor disappointment when
what they were running to fails to perform as expected and falls short of what they were running from.

1 Total
2 S&P

Return & Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index as of 12/31/21.

500 Growth Index, forward P/E, as of 12/31/21.

Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

The Fund is actively managed and implements a strategy similar to the methodology of the TOPS® Global Equity
Target Range™ Index (the “Index”), which seeks to track the performance of a cash-secured call spread option strategy.
There can be no assurance that the Index or the Fund will achieve their respective investment objectives, or that the Fund
will successfully implement its investment strategy. Moreover, while the Fund seeks to target returns within a prescribed
range thereby minimizing downside investment loss, there can be no guarantee that an investor in the Fund will
experience limited downside protection, particularly short-term investors, investors that seek to time the market and/or
investors that invest over a period other than the annual period. The Fund’s options strategy will subject Fund returns to
an upside limitation on returns attributable to the assets underlying the options. The Fund’s investments in options may
be subject to volatile swings in price inﬂuenced by changes in the value of the underlying ETFs or other reference asset.
The return on an options contract may not correlate with the return of its underlying reference asset. The Fund may utilize
FLEX Options to carry out its investment strategy. FLEX Options may be less liquid than standard options, which may
make it more difﬁcult for the Fund to close out of its FLEX Options positions at desired times and prices. The Fund’s use
of derivatives will give rise to leverage and derivatives can be volatile and may be less liquid than other securities. As a
result, the value of an investment in the Fund may change quickly and without warning and you may lose money.
Investment exposure to securities and instruments traded in non-U.S., developing or emerging markets can involve
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additional risks relating to political, economic or regulatory conditions not associated with investments in U.S. securities
and more developed international markets. These and other factors can make investments in the Fund more volatile and
potentially less liquid than other types of investments. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for speciﬁc details regarding
the Fund’s risk profile.
For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
Related Blogs
+ A Potential Solution for Navigating Volatility
+ Introducing WisdomTree's Target Range Fund
Related Funds
+ WisdomTree Target Range Fund
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Volatility : A measure of the dispersion of actual returns around a particular average level.&nbsp.
Inflation : Characterized by rising price levels.
Federal Reserve : The Federal Reserve System is the central banking system of the United States.
Options : Financial derivatives that give buyers the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an underlying asset at an
agreed-upon price and date.
Call Spreads : An option spread strategy that is created when equal number of call options are bought and sold
simultaneously.
60/40 Portfolio : A portfolio of 60% equities and 40% fixed income.
Large-Capitalization (Large-Cap) : A term used by the investment community to refer to companies with a market
capitalization value of more than $10 billion. Large cap is an abbreviation of the term “large market capitalization”.
Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying the number of a company’s shares outstanding by its stock price per
share.
Growth : Characterized by higher price levels relative to fundamentals, such as dividends or earnings. Price levels are
higher because investors are willing to pay more due to their expectations of future improvements in these fundamentals.
Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index : Represents the investment-grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, ﬁxed-rate taxable
bond market, including Treasuries, government-related and corporate securities, as well as mortgage and asset backed
securities.
TOPS® Global Equity Target Range™ Index : The Index tracks the performance of a cash-secured (i.e., collateralized)
call spread strategy which consists of (1) buying long call options and selling short call options on a portfolio of four ETFs
that track the performance of large- and mid-capitalization companies in the United States, developed market countries
and emerging market countries, respectively, consisting of the SPDR® S&P 500® ETF Trust (“SPY”), iShares Russell 2000
ETF (“IWM”), iShares MSCI EAFE ETF (“EFA”), and iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (“EEM”) (collectively, the
“Underlying ETFs”); and (2) cash collateral.
Strike Price : The set price at which a derivative contract can be bought or sold when it is exercised.
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